QI – Reducing Overspend on NHS Supplies on
Oakley Court In-patient Wards
Oakley Court
Watching:
NHS

Project Team
Charlotte Bonser – Project Lead
Satwinder Kaur – QI Coach
Elizabeth Thompson, Pauline Rochester, Anisah Khanum
( Administration professionals)
Expert By Experience: Valerie ( In-patient resident artist)

Unique QI Project: In-patient acute Ward: Oakley Court
TEAMWORK:
“ Together Each Adds Meaning We Optimise Respect & Kindness”

ELFT NHS: Operational VALUE
We Care We Respect
We are Inclusive
Started at the beginning of the Pandemic.

First time Lived Experience Coach.
The team were mainly administration professionals.

Charlotte :
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Difficult to
navigate
Oracle
Ordering has always been a bug bear of mine.
Staff culture and behavior towards ordering
Over ordering
Taking in other’s stock
Stock going out of date, etc.
DISORGANISED
STOREROOMS
etc.

.

Quality Improvement Tools

Fishbone (Ishakawa diagram)

Model for Improvement

Driver Diagram

Primary Drivers

Aim

Secondary Drivers

Change Ideas

The systematic tracking of
orders
The team started to track and monitor our orders and deliveries as they came through each week to
know exactly where problems arose, in particular looking at missing items and then following up on
these items by contacting the Procurement Team.
As a result, ordering has become more efficient, especially with the implementation of the centralised
ordering system which went live in September 2020.
Incredibly, we discovered wards had been overcharged for orders due to the discrepancy in price on
Oracle/NHS Supplies. (see below)
This happened on a number of occasions and led to a substantial increase in spending, this was
flagged to senior procurement staff for resolution.

: Monitoring stock-room and Organizing supplies
2.

“In these difficult times of Covid 19, organised stockrooms
and eliminating errors in ordering clinical supplies, is crucial
to managing increased admission rates on the ward, leading
to greater workload.”

Change 3: Poster -

Developing a culture of accountability

“In the past, people
came to me saying they
need something urgently,
unfortunately, items have
to be ordered in advance
at the beginning of the
week and are delivered
on Friday, if they do not
order on time, they have
to wait a week. But this
could all be avoided if
they had told me they
used the last item in
stock.

Patient
Involvement
Co-Production,
made this poster a
meaningful part of
daily routine for
our in-patient
resident artist

These were printed and put on the stock room door and clinic room,
our resident artist was proud and when talking to the nurse giving
out medication, the artist explained they had drawn the poster. This
made the artist smile

Anisah
Weekly Spending on NHS Supplies for Oakley Court
April 2020-January 2021

Beyond the project:

“The team have empowered

“This project is a good

example of QI practice....
What is great about this
team is that they haven’t
wasted any time in moving to
testing!” Sher Kayani ELFT

Improvement advisor

“I’ve been so impressed with this project!
The team have implemented some simple
but really effective change ideas that are
starting to change a culture….. really make
them think and change their behaviours.
ELFT Financial Viability Programme Manager:
Sarah Barnett

me to practice nearly four
years of QI involvement and
learning. As part of the
team, I was always treated
with respect and valued for
my knowledge and learning
first and foremost for being
a QI coach.” S a tw in d e r Ka u r QI Co a c h
“ This has been successful in so many

aspects- it has already had some impact
on spending but has also pulled teams
across the services to work together. “
Sasha Singh: project Sponsor

